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You’re tired of getting unwanted mail, phone calls, emails, credit card offers. You will be

glad to know there are some ways to turn off—or at least slow down—the flow of offers

that come at you from all directions.

The federal Do Not Call Registry created one way to sign up just once to reduce the

number of unwanted telephone calls. More than 167 million phone numbers have now been

registered. If you signed up and are enjoying the relative silence of fewer marketing calls at

dinner time, you should know about ways to reduce other unwanted solicitations.

How do I stop unwanted mail?
To get your name off the mailing lists of many commercial marketers, go to the Direct

Marketing Association’s Mail Preference Service at www.dmachoice.org.

How does it work? Members of the Direct Marketing Association (DMA) compare lists of

prospective customers against this list and remove your name. A new service at the site

allows you to pick what catalogs you do or do not wish to receive. You will have to give a

credit card number to validate your identity and your address, but you will not be charged

for this service.

But, remember, you will continue to get mail from any organization that is not a member of

DMA, such as charitable organizations, local merchants, political candidates, and companies

you do business.

You also can ask your department of motor vehicles not to distribute or sell your personal

information to direct marketing companies.

How do I reduce credit offers?

The best way to stop receiving pre-approved credit offers is to make just one call to 1-

888-567-8688 (1-888-5 OPT OUT). This call tells the three major credit reporting bureaus

that they cannot sell contact information about you to companies wanting to offer you

credit. You will need to give your Social Security number and you can elect either a 5-year

or permanent removal. If you want to permanently block this mail you will need to fill out

and return a written Notice of Election to Opt Out.

How do I eliminate junk e-mail?

As more people use e-mail, marketers increasingly use e-mail messages to pitch their

products and services. Some consumers find unsolicited commercial e-mail—known as

"spam"—annoying and time consuming; others have lost money to bogus offers that

arrived by e-mail.

If you get spam e-mail that you think is deceptive, forward the email to spam@uce.gov.

The FTC uses the spam stored in this database to pursue law enforcement actions against

people who send deceptive e-mail.
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Here are some tips to slow the flow of e-mails:

Use an “alias” or different online identity from your real e-mail address.

Get a good filter package from your online server and use it to scan your e-mail so you

only receive messages from users you’ve specified.

Don’t open e-mails, especially those with attachments, from someone you don’t know.

Just delete them.

Don’t give a Web site any personal information until you have checked the site’s privacy

policy. If the policy provides a procedure for “opting out,” you may prevent your personal

information from being shared with others or used for promotional purposes.

How do I stop those faxes?

You may be tired of using your fax paper to print the promotional ads from companies you

have never heard of, offering vacation packages, debt consolidation loans, or work from

home schemes. The Telephone Consumer Protection Act restricts “junk faxes” or unwanted

marketing promotions coming to your home. Businesses sending faxes must identify

themselves and provide a number to call to get off the fax distribution list. They are

supposed to send faxes only to people who have said -- in writing -- they want the fax. If

you keep getting faxes, even after telling the company to stop faxing to you, complain to

the Federal Communications Commission.

Take Action
See what the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has to say about what you can do to

reduce the flow of unwanted e-mail.

The Federal Communications Commission, the agency that regulates telecommunications,

advises on ways to cut back unwanted faxes.
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